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Abstract

There is a growing number of women who enter the workforce, and an increasing number of top leadership positions remain limited. This questionable situation has been identified by scholars as “glass ceiling” and researchers revealed that there are invisible barriers which women are facing when they are trying to climb up the leadership ladder. The main purpose of this study is to explore the glass ceiling concept and female career advancement in the ready-made garment industry in Sri Lanka. This study used in-depth narrative interviews and observation for data collection and eleven female employees were purposively approached and interviewed. Narratives were used to collect and analyze the qualitative data. Findings revealed that there were three main influences, namely individual barriers, organizational barriers and social barriers for women to get into the top leadership positions. The study gives some recommendations on how organizations, individuals and society can simplify the development of female advancement into the top leadership positions.
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Introduction

Participation of women is growing in professions, accompanying with males (Enid & Singh, 2013). However, inadequate representation of women in most of the leadership roles in decision-making positions was the most argued topic during the past ten years. There was a critical concern about underrepresentation of women in decision-making positions in almost all the countries in the world (Helfat, Harris, & Wolfson, 2006). According to Meyerson and Fletcher (2000), women in high business positions are still rare. As an example, there are very few females in the leadership positions such as general manager, line managers, quality managers, production managers, and head of the merchandise in some organizations of the country which are producing products and services in large scale for selling to both local and foreign buyers (Macchiavello, Menzel & Woodruff, 2014). This doubtful situation has been pointed out in literature as “glass ceiling”. Glass ceiling means an invisible higher limit in any organizations, above which it is not easy or impossible for women to be in the high ranks. It is "glass" because it's not typically a visible barrier, and a woman may not be mindful of its existence until she "hits" the barrier. In other words, it's not a clear practice of discrimination against women though specific practices, policies or attitudes that produce this barrier might exist, that produce this barrier without the intention to discriminate.

The glass ceiling concept is about invisible barriers for professional advancement for the women. It is the most powerful influence factor of difference between men and women advancement of their career ladder. This concept extensively used and highlight well – renowned media, academic publications and governments reports (Scandura, 1992; Kelleher, 1988). According to Islam and Jantan (2017), women have come from the front door of the managerial position of the organization and after they face some invisible barriers which the reasoning for their career advancement. According to the employment survey carried out by the department of labour in 2017, women in Sri Lanka represent 57% of the total estimated Sri Lankan population of 21 million. However, out of the total economically active population of 8 million, only 35.9% are women. In the Sri Lankan context, gender differences are rapidly disappeared through the formal education system in Sri Lanka (Jayaweera, 2000). According to institute of policy changes in Sri Lanka (IPS) calculation (2015), the female labour force participation increases with education. That calculation shows 83.9% high female labour participation rate with a bachelor degree, 49.9% female labour participation rate with advanced level and 29.2% female labour participation rate with ordinary level. But the rate of women advancement into the higher position in an organization is significantly low. In Sri Lanka, there is a 63.8% of female contribution to the total employment as the professionals (Labor Force Survey, 2017). It stated that, occupation group of “professionals” as the middle-level positions in some different industries, but 35.2% contribution of female to the total employment as the managers, senior officials, and legislators (Labor Force Survey, 2017). There is a growing number of women who enter the workforce, and but increasing number of top leadership positions remain limited (Eagly & Carli, 2003). Empirical studies on this questionable
situation have pointed out as “Glass ceiling”. It shows that there are invisible barriers which women are facing when they are trying to climb up the leadership ladder.

While initially glass ceiling studies were mainly considered with the failure of women in getting the senior and executive positions, it was essential to focus on examining the reasons for inequality within management positions and career paths. Now, an important question arises: how culture, context influence towards the glass ceiling concept? To answer this question, authors must consider the level of culture manifestation or its appearance, which is the level of social behaviors in specific contexts. For example, western countries can be identified to have barriers for female employees to enter in the leadership position in the organizations with their industrial perspectives, whereas Asian cultures focus on individual barriers. In this setting, the purpose of the study is to explore the influences of the glass ceiling faced by women in the ready-made garment industry where significant numbers of female employees are engaging in different positions. This particular industry is selected because women are considered as the second key foreign earner for Sri Lanka who is working in ready-made garment industry. According to the annual survey of industries (2017), 85% of workers in the ready-made garment industry are women, and it is a female dominated industry. In this Industry, there is a significant percentage of women employees who are in middle level positions up to a certain extent. (Annual survey of industries, 2017)

**Literature Review**

The set of barriers that prevent women from advancement into top-level positions have created an invisible glass ceiling which is problematic for women to break. The situation is discussed as a “ceiling” as there is a restriction of upward advancement and “glass” (transparent), because the restrictions are not directly apparent. Therefore, they are commonly coming in an unwritten and unofficial way. The term was invented by Ann Morrison in the 1980s. According to Morrison (1980), Glass ceiling is to unseen barriers or obstructions that create steeplechases for women and other minorities from growing to the top-level leadership positions.

This phenomenon was used for the very first time in 1986 by the "Wall Street" which comes under American newspaper, which is a special report on women in the corporate world (Hymowitz & Schellhardt, 1986). It was used to narrate the business world where entered to top levels of leadership for women was hindered by corporate heritages and biases. Since the declaration of this article, the phenomenon "glass ceiling" is used to represent the invisible barriers that protect women from climbing to top levels of leadership positions (Morrison, White & Van Velsor, 1987; Lyness & Thompson, 1997; Davidson & Cooper, 1992; Cooper, 2001). The conclusion of the study by Morrison et al. (1987) described about few true differences between men and women based on psychological, emotional, or intellectual qualities. However, the study stated that three limitations in the expectations for women were a major factor which caused the glass ceiling. The first limitation is that women were expected to be strong but not display manly characteristics. The second limitation is that they were expected to
take duties and responsibilities yet be compliant in following orders and the last limitation is that they were expected to be pushy yet not to expect equal treatment. Morrison and colleagues also described that the “glass ceiling” applied to women as a group, not just individuals.

The phenomenon of ‘glass ceiling’ shows the invisible artificial barriers, created by personal attitudes and organizational biases which block women executives from top-level management positions (Wirth, 2004). According to Wirth (2004), Talented and skilled women can view what they are capable of achieving, but these glass ceilings restrict them from achieving the desired top positions. Glass ceiling at the workplace is basically an indication of economic and social gender inequalities. It describes the situation where there is no objective answer to the logical question- why women are not growing to the higher management positions like as men do. It states at the natural inequality in the procedures and structures of both organizations and society in general. The glass ceiling is generally represented by a pyramidal shape and may be present at different levels from junior to top levels depending on organizational hierarchy.

The Gender Organization System (GOS) introduce a holistic tool to study the problems relative to the women’s advancement into the top leadership positions (Omor & Davidson, 2001; Akpinar Sposito, 2013). That is, when researchers are trying to determine why women have had narrow success making it into the top levels, they should try to identify die characteristics of the organization context, the characteristics of the social system as well as characteristics of the individuals, as an example their gender, which could potentially be affecting women's and men's attitudes This approach stated law participation rate of females in top positions is the result of the concurrent interaction between the individual, organization and society (Fagenson, 1993; Yukongdi & Benson, 2005). To identify the gender inequality in the particular organisations, it is not only the finding of a barrier to the betterment of women into top leadership levels but also organizational culture and their structural behaviour which are main factors creating women inequality in the organizations. Three tools may describe the glass ceiling term through biological models,

![Figure 1 The glass ceiling in the organization pyramid (Wirth, 2004)](image-url)
socialization models, and structural/cultural models (Cleveland et al., 2000; Bartol, 2003; Weyer, 2007). According to biological models, this theory stated there are some biological differences between men and women, such as genetic, hormonal, and physical characteristics, and the results for these differences are the reason of genetic design developed from conversions to differing reproductive situations of past males and females. These conversions have appeared slowly over thousands of generations, and these dissimilarities are stable and required for survival (Cleveland et al., 2000; Lueptow et al., 2001). Socialization approach focus on seeing differences between men and women. The approach assumes that there are differences in the behaviors can be shown between men and women under various social and pattern of thinking development processes of the particular persons related with their life cycles stages, such as schooling and working life. Under the structural-cultural models, there are systems, social structures, and arrangements described as gender differences due to dissimilarity in position and power (Bartol, 2003).

The human capital model describes the existence of the glass ceiling through differences in individual choices that women make based on their personal differences. According to Human Capital Theory (Becker, 1964), the differences in education, work experience, skills and qualification make different individual choices with relevant to career advancement for women.

Glass- Ceiling is a myth and self-created issue
According to Rai and Srivastava (2008), they argue there is no glass ceiling happens. Moreover, they say that at current organizations operate globally, there is number of opportunities for career development. It is just a myth and self-created issue. Their first argument is that women can catch top positions based on their capabilities, through their commitment, hard work and aspirations. Their second argument is family tasks come into the middle part of the carrier development.

According to Mainiero & Sullivan (2005), women have shown a vast development in achieving access to organizations and destroying the glass ceiling. Despite such successes, the majority of women still, stay stuck in middle management positions. The problem of the glass ceiling continues to grow though there is no clear difficulty which keeps women out of the professional growth competition and acquiring advanced job positions. All the cooperate level organizations are giving an equal chances for employees in the recruitment process as there are no any advertisement states “minorities or women are not eligible to apply”.

Empirical studies say globalization has created massive opportunities for career advancement. (Blau, 2006). Women give more priority to their families than men and prepare a more indirect course of action for their professions. That is the main reason for investing in education and training become less useful for women apart from the knowledge gained, and it has become out of fashion in career breaks. (Schneer & Reitman, 2002). Family structure creates a large impact on women’s success in career life and responsibilities of their children and home increase their stress level. (Polachek, 1981).
According to Browne and Meyer (2003), the truth of the glass ceiling is unclear and they suggested that the looking glass is the most suitable metaphor for some people than the glass ceiling. They highlighted the importance of employee-employer relationship above all strategies to deal with the complex nature of visible and invisible barriers in order to advance organizations once identified by individual or group of managers.

**Barriers for glass ceilings**
Individual barriers are the level to which individual reasons which are imminent from themselves and affect their career advancement (Bombuwela, 2013). And also, if women lack skills, basic traits and attitudes to prosper in top positions, then they require some motivation and self-confidence which are serious qualities for clutch the top positions in an organization (Singh & Teresian, 2008). As defined by the Smith, Crittenden and Caputi (2012) behavior of women are supportive, nurturant, caring and concerned when men are self-confident, pushy, independent and powerful which are extremely significant to catching the top position. As stated by the Bombuwela and De Alwis (2013) individual barrier is the most persuasive factors for female career advancement. The findings specify that male foils were visibly appealing in social networking actions than the female counter foils while achieving top positions in the organization, because of that men become even more visible than their female foils, (Kiaye & Singh, 2013). Therefore, Edirisinghe and Thalgaspitiya (2016) state that there is a seriously high positive correlation between the individual barrier and the glass ceiling effect. Worrall et al. (2010) drawn that lack of confidence and sureness negative assertiveness affected female career advancement. According to Cross (2010), thirteen out of the thirty participants specify that they want to attain top management in the short term, but individual barriers chunk their career advancement. Women’s career advancement is beaten by organizational structure and practices (Tlaiss & Kauser, 2010). Tlaiss and Kauser (2010) moreover define human resource practices, organizational culture, organizational and organizational networks, interpersonal relations, role modelling and minimum effort identified as a factor of the organizational barrier. Furthermore, lack of opportunity to participate in professional development, occupying inadequate recruitment practices, inhabiting staff versus line positions, a lack of understanding, commitment, equal employment opportunity principles, the culture of an organization (Myers, 2010), transparency in promotion process and culture of lengthy working hours (Cross, 2010), values in performance evaluation (Johns, 2013), are also coming under the pointers of the organizational barrier. According to the research findings of empirical studies, total of 72 percent of the female employees stated organizational barriers such as the organizational culture being male-oriented and not caring about female requirements (Ismail & Ibrahim, 2008).

Societal blocks are in the barriers which come from the culture and civic policy. Contributing features which are arising from the social to the blocked career advancement for women; such as some features of social curricula and strategy, restricted human capital and the societal belief of female contribution in some industries (Eagly & Sczesny, 2009).
According to Rapport et al. (2002), and True et al. (2012), there is a strong societal bias in the South Asian (and even in Western) countries when men are naturally born as leaders and the female figure is considered as a household worker and sex slave. Men are naturally raised up to be violent and autonomous when women are raised up to be more dependent. A woman’s key responsibility is at home/household work, and a man’s key responsibility is at work. Child-care, home managing and domestic forming are the main responsibilities of a woman. According to Biological, Social and Structural/Cultural Model, the "glass ceiling" phenomenon emphasis on the experimental changes between men and women. According to this factor, men and women act otherwise because of the dissimilar courses of social and mental progress of the individual connected to their life phases, like education and work.

Female career advancement and the glass ceiling in Sri Lanka

In the development of technology, globalization and liberal business environment in Sri Lanka, and the arrival of women into the labour market, more opportunities were created for Sri Lankan women to reach management positions. The importance of government policies such as free education and higher studies are the reasons for these changes. However, at the end of the year 2017, the advancement of women in decision making at various levels in public and private sector is very low, and the women in the highest management levels have increased only by 20 percent. Still, in 2017, managerial job opportunities are not being equally distributed among males and female (The Department of Census and Statistics, 2017).

Female Career advancement is a concept that discusses about how women climb up the ladder to receive a new position. (Rosenfeld & Jones, 1987). Out of 198 directors in 25 top Corporates in Sri Lanka, there are only 10 women represent it (Sri Lanka directors institute, 2017). Research also shows that more investment fund companies are including gender diversity indicators among their criteria for a move that suggests investor self-confidence may improve with the adding of women to a company’s board. However, Bombuwela and Chamuru (2013) stated, the glass ceiling has 27.4% influences on the women career advancement among the female middle-level employees working in the private sector organization in Sri Lanka. And also, it is clearly said that other factors have 72.6% influences on female career advancement. Jayathilaka (2016), stated cultural, situational and personal factors have affected the problem of female career advancement and there is still a need to the motivation for equal representation of women in executive management positions in both public and private sector. The organizational culture is a major barrier to women’s advancement into senior management, and organizational culture has changed to encourage the women’s participation in managerial positions. In the same way, they agreed on the occupied organizational environment, commitment to the careers, managing with new technology, negative insight and categorizes, lack of support by people, pay attention to say at meetings, and organizational encourage women for leadership positions as main barriers as situational factors. Therefore, the cultural, situational and personal factors do not impact the managerial effectiveness of women managers, and
they have better managerial effectiveness (Jayathilaka, 2016).

Methodology

A qualitative approach was chosen as the methodology of this study because this approach supports an understanding and explanation of meaning underlying human interaction such as a view of women future career life and how it links with different influences. A qualitative study has its highlighted logical hypothesis as the view that ‘reality is constructed by individuals interacting with their social world’.

The sample for the study is experienced middle-level female employees in readymade garments in Biyagama export processing, Sri Lanka. The Biyagama export zone is the second zone of the board of investment to be reputable. The Zone employees total 21,136 and host 57 businesses. Of these 18 are in the Apparel sector. In this 18 companies represent more than 80% female labour force participation, and out of this female participation, 40% represent middle-level positions such as general manager, line managers, quality managers, production managers, head of the merchandise (BOI, 2010). The sample was a purposefully selected group of middle-level female employees of Biyagama ready-made garment industry in Sri Lanka. After reaching the saturation point, the researcher identified sample size is eleven.

In-depth narrative interviews and observation were used to collect data. The thoughts were adhesively recorded and then transcribed. Patton (1990) stated that a tape recorder is “crucial”. The researcher stated on a tape recording the discussions to allow for methodically and in-depth searching without the disturbance of note taking (Sanders, 1982).

The ultimate goal of this qualitative methodological study was to define the “glass ceiling” concept in experience middle-level female employee in the ready-made garment industry in Sri Lanka. To achieve that, the researcher used the following phases to analyze the data:

1. Transcripts were read and again re-read while noting to audio recordings of the interviews.

2. A line-by-line analysis of the written transcript was directed to disclose the meaning of the glass ceiling phenomena and highlighted the important sentences, statements or quotes that provided an understanding of how the interview participants experienced with the phenomenon of the glass ceiling and allocated some memorable codes to each of the significant sentences, statements, or quotes.

3. Developed bunches of understanding from the important codes or descriptions into themes (Creswell, 2007). The themes were shaped by categorizing units of meaning together (Creswell, 1998; Moustakas, 1994). Researcher wrote an explanation of what are the interviewed participant experienced or idea with the phenomenon of a glass ceiling (text description) for each and every theme. Subthemes were also recognized under the main themes. These steps were tracked according to a methodical process that stimulated from narrow sets of analysis (e.g. significant statement or codes), on to broader sets (e.g., meaning units/sets), and on to detail/meaning descriptions that review two basics, “what” the interview individuals have experienced and
“how” they have experienced it (Moustakas, 1994).

4. A developing model was established to explain the relationship between identified themes and research questions.

5. All findings were shared with interview participants for member checking as well as peers for review to ensure the trustworthiness of the data.

In qualitative studies, the researcher should address the trustworthiness and validity of the study by exploratory the credibility, transferability, and dependability of the findings (Miles & Huberman, 1984). Creswell (2009) and Merriam (2002) recognized various approaches to support a qualitative study’s internal validity. Triangulation, peer review and member checks methods were used. Triangulation in this study can be identified through observation and conversation. The researcher kept a publish reports statistics and field notes during the research process and consume this as a supportive resource throughout the data analysis stage of the study. Peer reviewing is an approached consumed when peers read and comment on the findings. The researcher used two associated colleagues in the University of Kelaniya as peer reviewers for this research. Member checking includes pleasing data, explanations, and conclusions back to the participants’ individual for their comment on the truth and the complete approval of the information (Esterberg, 2002; Merriam, 2002). Regarding the ethical side of the research, an ethical procedure was followed throughout the research process.

Findings and Discussion: Themes derived from women’s Narratives

Three major themes and nine sub-themes derived from the women stories.

**Individual Barriers**

**Lack of higher educational background**

Education can be defined as the self-enlightening process and also an important component of career. It supports to make a clear picture of everything around the working environment. According to this research, the sample was experiencing middle-level female employees in the ready-made garment industry in Sri Lanka, and they already have education level which matches their current middle-level position. However, lack of higher education which is required for the top-level position is creating some big problem for such middle-level female employees when climbing the career ladder. In this study, higher education means every kind of higher studies which are required to the top-level position such as professional education or academic education.

“In order to climb in the ladder of the career, should earn higher educational or professional experience as well as working experience, cause our company encourages the women empowerment, under the most of the top management are held by women and 75% of the staff are women in our organization. At still up to now, I am not able to find suitable higher studies path for my career, and it is a big disadvantage for me.” (E)

**Self-Rejection**

Women start their careers with motivations that are just as high as their male colleagues. However, before they achieve their top-level career goals and shy away from challenging for these
jobs. The reason is that women are risk opposed or lack of sureness/confidence, or maybe because they have different career preferences.

“I refused to accept the responsibility of top position in my own hands. Cause I often have to go abroad for my sporting activities and I have to get leave frequently, that’s why I made that decision” (G)

Same evidence but the different reason was found in K’s story,

“I was provided with the opportunity to go to a higher position. But I did not want to go to the place. When losing my colleagues in here. I'm scared to go to work there. Therefore, I felt that I could not fulfill the responsibilities of that position that’s why I reject that position.” (K)

**Family problems**

Family responsibilities are one significant factor affecting the number of period and energy that women are able and willing to dedicate to work. The difficulties of the family have been shown to decrease women’s individual resources of time, energy, and commitment available for work. Seven out of the eleven interview participants drawn that the present individual family schedules have disadvantaged their career life. Following evident is proof that:

“I am married, and my husband is in Kandy, and I’m in Colombo. I am going home the only weekend. Job and family management is very difficult. There are some career disadvantages due to the lack of participating in some training during the weekend” (H)

“Because of my mother's role, I had to avoid certain jobs responsibilities of the top level. Naturally, my mother-in-law refused my work” (I)

**Organizational Barriers**

**Lack of work colleagues and top management support**

For women to climbed career ladder equally in business life, the role of the top management team and work colleagues support is important. The Lack of support will create major pressure for women, and it creates the obstacle to gain top-level management position. Interview participants were drawn that the present lack of work colleagues and top management support have disadvantaged their career life. Following evident is proof that:

“People who are serving with me and talking to some of the lasses I missed many opportunities for my career advancements” (F)

“People who are eating with me create some Snitch for my career advancement” (I)

**Sexual harassment**

Sexual harassment is named as a term of sex discernment below the title seven of the civil rights act of 1964. Uninvited sexual developments, requirements for sexual favoritism, and other oral or bodily conduct of a sexual environment that affects individual women employment or work performance of women (U.S. EEOC 2011). Sexual harassment is enclosed in the workplace when it occurs: at work, at work-related events or practices or where people are carrying out work-related roles between people allocation the similar workplace. Some of the interview participants outlined that the sexual harassment pressure has an obstacle for their career ladder in the ready-made garment
industry; this is evident in the following statement:

“There was kind of harassment for getting fulfilled their sexual needs. Always benefits were increased according to their that kind of favor. At that time, I was in the Secretary's position when I objected that request; my position fell in two directions “(D)

**Gender discrimination**

More open-minded organizations are starting to understand more about dissimilarity problems by examining gender combinations at various organization stages such as leadership programs as well as on training and development programs, selecting candidates for top managerial and leadership positions and attracting people on new opportunities and elasticity projects. Interviewed participants were drawn that the present gender discrimination situation has disadvantaged their career life. Following evident is proof that:

“As an example, I mean top level management has to travel some long distant plant for our office purposes. our management does not recruit women for such position, because they believe women raise some big problems like as sanitary cases, motherhood cases, husband or family cases etc. They only recruit males for that executive position.” (A)

**Societal Barriers**

**Social environment pressure**

The social environment includes all types of social relationships and groups such as, religion, educational, technological, cultural, entertaining, residential and financial group shaped by women with her environment. Pressure from these groups limited to female career advancement because the anxiety of rejection in a social environment will be decreasing Female career advancement. Interviewed participants were drawn that the present social environment pressure has made a disadvantageous impact on their career life. Following evidence prove that:

“Sometimes it is too late to get home from after the work. In such cases, some of my neighbours and relatives are accusing me I am not a good mother” (F)

**Matter of the gender**

Matter of gender means difference behavior expected from an ideal woman. Matter of gender affects a wide variety of career outcomes, career behaviours and career attitudes. This contains occupational fitness, career select, work attitudes, career knowledge, other people’s insights, and career results. Interviewed participants were drawn that the present matter of gender has caused disadvantages their career life. Following evidence prove that:

“The social opinion that a guy should be in this position and lady cannot reach that. The society said you did little job and didn’t go to the biggest places, it is not matched with you, because you are a lady” (J)

Sri Lankan cultural background.
In Sri Lankan context, traditional norms, religious opinions, beliefs, values related to women’s occupations specifically, when they are associations with the outside party make an obstacle for their career development. They basically surface various experiences, and opportunities in their social roles compared to men due to social expectations family constraints, marital status, motherhood, and career difficulties. Unluckily these factors are still continued to grow in Sri Lanka and have a huge effect on women in most parts of our cultures.

According to C’s opinion Sri Lankan religion belief has become a barrier for her career,

“Culture of the South Asian Countries especially the SL culture has created a trend that the women should stay at home, especially in my context because I’m a Muslim and women often do not identify their key skills thus, they do not believe in their abilities, skills and talent” (C)

Based on the findings, the model was introduced by the researcher (Figure 2).
Conclusion

The main purpose of this study was to explore the glass ceiling effect for female employees to access into the leadership positions in ready-made garments industry in Sri Lanka. The study revealed that three major influences such as individual, organizational and societal as the important barriers for the female employees to get access in the leadership positions in ready-made garments industries in Sri Lanka. Firstly, individual barriers are the most common barriers faced by women when they reach to top leadership positions. Lack of higher education, self-rejection and family problems were identified as individual factors. Secondly, under the theme of organizational factors, women revealed that lack of work colleagues and top management support leads to, sexual harassment and gender discrimination as main barriers in their organizations. The third societal barrier has been a major concern that has obstructed the advancement of women’s career. According to the sample, social pressure, a matter of gender and Sri Lankan cultural background were the main barriers.

This study result would be supportive of women in middle-management positions in the ready-made garment industry who need to advance their career to a senior level management position. When there is a bulky amount of research led regarding the “glass ceiling” phenomenon, the vast has been intensive on country wise or sector wise with little intensive of industrial wise (ready-made garment). Many studies have confirmed that there are individual barriers which limit women’s career growth but, in this study, also find another two barriers called organizational and societal.

Therefore, findings of this study contribute to an in-depth understanding of women’s achievements as top management positions at the ready-made garments industry in Sri Lanka. The findings can be used to the particular industry for rearrangement the organizational leadership hierarchy which makes an important influence on the organizational better performances. Men, as well as women from all who are working ready-made garments, may benefit from the study because the findings are a help to become successful as a leader and can be applied and can be transferred to other fields also. Findings can be a generalization of other fields also in the Sri Lankan context. Inspiring and helping more women to track senior-level leadership positions helps resolve the problem of low representation of women leadership in ready-made garment industry.

According to research results among the glass ceiling influences, one of the major influences is the individual barrier. From now on female employees, as well as women empowerment organization, must work to avoid the individual barriers such as, lack of the higher education, lack of finances for education and lack of self-confidence and being too emotional when associating with the family. As an example, to avoid the family problems organization party can support the women employees by sending women off on weekends, providing day care centers, giving some stretchy hours in the office. Some can say that sending women off on weekends will affect organization performance. However, to gain the highest input of the female
capacity, the brilliant organization must give something for them and expect something from them. Therefore, to avoid the lack of financial barrier to higher education, the organization can provide some reasonable loans for educational purpose with minimum interest or null interest. Finally, women must build their own self-confidence as well as self-respect, independence and own talent to avoid their individual barriers which affect their career advancement.

Most of the female employees of the sample did not approve of the quality of the environment of the organization. Hereafter top management must handle the human resource in a fair manner. It is acceptable to offer the same rights and responsibilities to male and female workers within the organization as such same wages according to the experience and knowledge level; the same advancement applies the same work responsibilities. Also, an organization can have some programs to change the worker's insights of the female employees management and to make the good network among work colleagues and senior management, because majority of the interview participants did not agree with the equal treatment of the management. Moreover, management should be aware of a different kind of harassment like sexual harassment. Likewise, to allow women who are in engagement to progress their careers, the organization could provide the training and other career advancement instruments that will also help to modify their arrogant behavior about the organization to a positive side.

As the respondents, stated other influential glass ceiling factor is societal factors. Here most prevailing barrier is gender stereotyping, pressure from social associates and Sri Lankan culture. To avoid that barrier, the attitudes of others concerning traditional myth that women are homemakers, sex figure and they cannot work as males should be eradicated. Sri Lankan cultural background should be changed like developed countries because those cultures did not put barriers on female career advancement. It is not an easy task under the Sri Lankan context. However, the Sri Lankan government must inspire female entrance in all professional areas through strategy modifications and the quota scheme for breaking the cultural barrier.
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